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The Blue Shield Story
All of Us Helping Each of Us

..
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLUE SHIELD PLANS
211 EAST CHICAGO AVE ., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611

TAKING THE WORRY OUT OF
HEALTH CARE FINANCING
"

There was a time, recent enough for many of
us to remember, when the cost of serious
illness was the single biggest financial worry a
family faced. A family of 40 years ago could
usually budget for routine doctor bills, but it
generally lived with the spectre of the serious
illness or accident that might add financial
ruin to the trauma of human suffering. There
simply was no feasible way to budget for a
serious medical emergency.
The evolution of several types of prepaid
medical care into our present Blue Shield
Plans provided prebudgeting mechanisms that
most families could afford. It created a type of
financial security that most people had never
known, and one that is too often taken for
granted today.

~

That evolution is a complex story, because
the system of health care delivery in the
United States is itself complex. Medical care is
highly sophisticated, highly technological and
highly personal. It is unlike any other system
through which the public receives essential
services. Primarily, Blue Shield Plans act to
spread the risk of medical expenses. More than
that, however, they are a key economic link
between the patient and the physician-the
"ideal third party" in the doctor-patient relationship, as one medical journal has described
them. The Plans serve to preserve that traditional, highly personal relationship so necessary to quality medical care.

W. O. MATHEWS ,

1,1 . O.
999 Main Street

Healthvi\te, New l1arnpsh1re 11111
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Blue
Shield
Plans
have
multiple
responsibilities to their subscribers, to the
medical profession, to employers who purchase
group policies, to labor unions, and to the
general public. They are the primary
instruments through which the public pays for
more medical care than any other generation
3
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BLUE SHIELD:
THE UNIQUE THIRD PARTY
has ever received, and they simultaneously
serve physicians by providing a reliable
funding system to pay for their services.
We are currently experiencing an escalation
of health care services-and costs-that has
made the responsibilities of Blue Shield even
more critical. On the one hand, it must see that
its subscribers have available to them the
financial resources to meet these higher health
care costs; on the other, it must exercise the
most stringent measures to prevent the cost of
care from once again becoming a barrier to
good health. This will remain a constant
challenge, and one that Blue Shield, by itself,
cannot surmount. Rising health care costs can
be slowed only through the determination and
cooperation of everyone-the public, the
medical profession, hospitals, other providers,
and organizations that finance health care
services.
As one of these organizations, Blue Shield
can be an effective catalyst for that determination and cooperation.

William E. Ryan
President
National Association of
Blue Shield Plans
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Medicine has matured considerably since the
China of 2000 B.C. when a physician who
failed to cure his patient was put to death.
With the birth of modern medicine, trust
replaced fear as the cement of the doctorpatient relationship, and it became the
foundation of the free practice of medicine in
this country.
But as medicine became more sophisticated,
as new technology was applied to diagnosis and
treatment, as new drugs were developed, and
as new techniques were perfected, cost as well
as increased specialization within the medical
profession sometimes created a gulf between
the doctor and his patient.
It was a condition intensified by urbanization and improvements in transportation that
put more people close to a doctor's office and
increased their demand for his services. A century ago, a physician could still carry niost of
the tools of his profession in a little black bag,
and his overhead largely consisted of office
rent. Today, a doctor's office is better equipped
than the best hospital of a hundred years ago
and his level of training has increased proportionally, and yet he is merely the forepart of a
modern health care system that includes diagnostic laboratories, special surgical units, extended care centers and rehabilitation facilities. All are expensive-so expensive, in fact,
that the average family probably could not
afford them if their services were paid for in a
conventional manner.
Enter Blue Shield.
While the principals in medicine remain the
doctor and his patient, the economics of modern health care dictate that a third party be
incorporated into this relationship, a third
5

party that fosters rather than inhibits this
relationship by bringing to it resources to pay
the cost without dictating procedure.
The largest private third party in the
country is Blue Shield, which has 73 million
private subscribers and serves 12 million
more Americans under government-financed
programs. Currently, more than 90 per cent of
all Americans under 65 have some form of
health coverage. Approximately one of every
three-more than 85 million people-are
served by Blue Shield. They are part of an
organization that pioneered the concept of
prepaying medical and surgical costs, and that
has been responsible for most of the
innovations in the field.
Blue Shield is not a commerical insurance
company. In fact, it is not a single company at
all, but rather an organization of 70 autonomous, non-profit corporations that meet
certain criteria which enable them to carry the
Blue Shield name and emblem. Each Plan
operates within a specific geographic area,
enabling it to concentrate on the particular
needs of subscribers living in that area. In
most areas, Blue Shield Plans operate in cooperation with Blue Cross Plans, which provide
hospital coverage.
The Plans are locally governed by boards
composed of community leaders, business,
labor and consumer representatives, physicians and others. Since they are non-profit
organizations, their primary concern is providing service to their subscribers. Administrative costs average less than a dime of each
dollar paid to a Plan.
To understand Blue Shield and the advantages it offers subscribers, it is necessary to
understand how it differs from commercial
insurance companies.

Physician ~nvolvement
The foundation of the Blue Shield concept
6
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is the cooperation and active involvement of
the medical profession. Physicians helped
originate the Plans because they recognized
that without an adequate financing mechanism the public's access to adequate health
care services was limited. Early in its development, Blue Shield was often known as "the
doctors' plan." It was not an entirely accurate
description. The first responsibility of Blue
Shield is to serve its subscribers, but from
the beginning it was recognized that a substantial involvement of the providers of
health care was essential to serving those
subscribers well.
Approximately 85 per cent of the practicing
physicians in the country have agreed to participate in Blue Shield. This means they will
bill Blue Shield for services to subscribers
and adhere to other prearranged procedures.
Under a growing number of contracts with
Blue Shield Plans, physicians will accept
Blue Shield's payment as payment in full for
covered services. This commitment by physicians is a way of having predictable medical
costs, and it is an important element in
helping Blue Shield keep those costs down.
For the subscriber, it means that he has an
intermediary between him and the physician
of his choice. Unlike commerical insurance
arrangements, Blue Shield and its participating physicians agree on methods of
reimbursement in advance of the
service performed. Essentially, a
Blue Shield Plan is a mass purchaser of physicians' services. It doesn't
offer its subscribers money to pay for
medical services, it pays for the services themselves.

Peer Review
Blue Shield's association with the
medical profession allows it to make
wide use of peer reviews. When Blue
Shield finds a case or a series of
cases in which there appears to be a
pattern of utilization that exceeds
7

certain established norms, it discusses the case
or cases with the physician, and then, if
necessary, refers it to the local peer review
committee. After reviewing all the background
information, the committee makes a recommendation which is generally accepted by the
parties involved. This is an important costcontrol feature of Blue Shield because such a
recommendation has immediate impact and
also becomes a precedent for the future. This
kind of cooperative effort by the medical
profession and Blue Shield is both investigative
and educative; it seeks out shortcomings and
suggests how they can be eliminated now and in
the future .

Local Patterns
Since Blue Shield Plans are organized
locally, they are better able to meet local
needs. The advantages to Blue Shield subscribers are obvious, not only in terms of
better service, but also in matters of holding
down costs. The Blue Shield Plan is able to
predict and screen utilization and charging
patterns because it is thoroughly familiar
with the practice of medicine within its area.
Because it is operated locally, there is
a nother advantage to the Blue Shield subscriber: Each Plan must stand or fall on its
performance in its own area; there is no parent organization to fall back on. Its success
depends on responding to local subscriber
needs.

rangement. Similarly, professional relations
representatives work closely with medical
assistants who handle claims on behalf of
physicians. Through personal contact, instructional materials and periodic seminars,
these assistants are thoroughly familiar with
Blue Shield and are able to help process
claims for subscribers quickly and efficiently.
This minimizes both the cost of dealing with
incomplete claims and the aggravation and
confusion of unreasonable delays in payment.
These and other aspects of Blue Shield's
special arrangement with physicians, and the
local autonomy of each Plan, combine to offer
the subscriber dependable coverage at the
lowest possible cost. Maintaining close contact with providers and recipients of health
care, moreover, gives Blue Shield a unique
flexibility in predicting and planning for
changes in health care delivery.

Professional Relations
Another distinguishing characteristic of
Blue Shield is the team of professional relations representatives at each Plan who maintain regular liaison with physicians. These
men and women disseminate information on
procedural changes, answer questions, help
solve problems, and in many other ways
strengthen the doctor-patient-Blue Shield ar8
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THE EVOLUTION OF BLUE SHIELD

Blue Shield today is the result of an evolutionary process begun early in this century.
Some say it dates farther back. There are records of medical prepayment plans 300 years
ago in French Canada, and of prearranged
health care services even earlier in the Old
World.
The emergence of early programs like Blue
Shield corresponds roughly to developments in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries that
changed the practice of medicine. The frontier
closed and population stabilized around urban
areas and small towns. Simultaneously, scientific advances in treating disease brought
greater demand for physicians' services, and
made health care more expensive than it had
ever been.

In the lumber and mining camps of the Pacific Northwest at the turn of the century, employers contracted for medical services for
their workers with individual physicians who
were paid a monthly fee, an arrangement that
led to establishing "medical service bureaus" composed of groups
of physicians contracting their
services to employers on a prepaid
or monthly fee basis.
Other physicians organized
their own alternative service
bureaus through their county
medical societies. They also contracted with employers, but offered subscribers the important
option of selecting their doctor
from among physicians who participated in the program. Many
10
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of these service bureaus in the Pacific Northwest now operate as Blue Shield Plans.
Meanwhile, the prototype for Blue Cross
Plans originated in Dallas in 1929 with a contract between that city's school teachers and
Baylor University. For a prepayment of 50 l'IIISi
cents a month, the teachers became eligible for !!Iii..
care through the university's hospital. Soon
other employee groups in Dallas were enrolled
in the same plan.
Thus, by the 1930's there was already ample
precedent for prepaying both medical and hospital services, but it was the Great Depression
that provided the impetus for the growth of
such plans.
Up until that time, the nation's physicians
had been divided on the issue of prepayment
programs because many thought such plans
would interfere with the traditional doctorpatient relationship, and might lead to restrictions on the quantity and quality of care provided. The Depression caused a reassessment
of this position as more and more physicians
recognized the need for some method for patients to budget in advance for medical expenses and to spread the financial risk of illness or accident.
In 1938, the American Medical Association's
House of Delegates endorsed the principle of
voluntary health insurance, a move that encouraged physician cooperation in prepayment
programs.
A year later, a Blue Shield Plan was begun
in California as California Physicians' Service.
It provided physicians' services to employee
group members earning less than $3,000 per
year.
11

During the next few years, a number of similar Plans were established throughout the
country. Although they were unaffiliated, they
had in common elements that were to become
basic to the Blue Shield movement.
They were sometimes subsidized by physicians. The Plans were founded around a nucleus of participating doctors who agreed to accept
payment from the Plans as payment for services rendered to subscribers. If the well went
dry, it would be the doctors who stood the loss.
And in the early days of Blue Shield, local
physicians sometimes did sustain these losses.
Even today whenever a Blue Shield Plan faces
a particularly severe financial problem, local
physicians provide support by accepting less
than their normal charges. In other words, the
participating physician, not the subscriber,
accepts the risk.

...

those with poor health records. Blue Shield
subscribers enjoy the convenience of having
their bills submitted by their physicians
directly to the Plans, without having to pay
the doctors first and await reimbursement.
And Blue Shield, through the cooperation of
participating physicians, has introduced ways
to determine usual, customary and reasonable
fees, as well as procedures to ensure appropriateness of medical care and fair charges.
Because of its long experience, Blue Shield
has frequently acted as a consultant to the
government on public health insurance programs. Claims processing and review procedures used by Blue Shield, for example, were
models for Medicare and Medicaid programs,
and Blue Shield reimbursement methods were
incorporated into CHAMPUS, the government-financed health program for many military dependents.

By the end of World War II, prepaid medical
plans had grown to the point that national
coordination was feasible, and in 1946 nine
Plans formed the Associated Medical Care
Plans, forerunner of the National Association
of Blue Shield Plans.
The Blue Shield name and symbol were first
used by a prepaid plan in Buffalo, New York,
known today as Blue Shield of Western New
York. The Blue Shield name and symbol were
informally adopted by the Associated Medical
Care Plans in 1948, and registered officially in
1951 for Blue Shield Plans.
To most people in the United States, Blue
Shield means medical coverage in the same
way that Blue Cross means hospital coverage.
That identity applies because Blue Shield,
more than anyone else, shaped the medical
care financing field in this country.

~

The list of Blue Shield innovations is extensive. It accepts all eligible members and dependents of contracting groups, not just the
"good risks." It does not cancel coverage for
12
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BLUE SHIELD PROGRAMS
AND FEATURES
The language of Blue Shield represents not
only those terms used as tools to conduct business, but also terms that represent many
innovations introduced to the health care prepayment industry by Blue Shield. Many of
them are now part of the vocabularies of commercial health insurance companies and
government agencies. Many others remain
unique to Blue Shield, where they represent
efforts made by the Plans to stretch the health
care dollar while providing improved coverage
options for their subscribers.

BLUE SHIELD
The largest medical prepayment system in
the country, covering 73 million Americans
under private programs, and serving 12 million others under government-financed programs. Blue Shield Plans are autonomous
corporations, generally regulated by the individual states. They operate with the cooperation and support of most physicians to provide
subscribers with medical and surgical coverage. In most areas, these Plans operate in
conjunction with Blue Cross Plans, which
primarily cover hospital and institutional
care.

CHAMPUS
The Civilian Health and Medical Program of
the Uniformed Services. More than 1.1 million
retired members of the Armed Forces and military dependents are serviced through this
program. Blue Shield Plans administer
CHAMPUS for approximately 53 per cent of
those enrolled.

CLASS
Stands for Coordinated Logistic and Service
Systems, which are credit arrangements between physicians and Plans, which cut down
on paperwork. This helps keep costs down.

COB
Coordination of Benefits. A Blue Shield program that has helped significantly to hold
down the cost of health care. It is a method of
determining which carrier pays when several
are involved in coverage for a single family.
It helps eliminate duplicate payments, and
saves everybody money in the long run.

COMMUNITY ENROLLMENT
Most Blue Shield subscribers are enrolled
through their employment groups, but special
underwriting provisions exist to accommodate
those residing in particular geographical
areas.

COMPLEMENTARY BENEFITS
Benefits designed to complement those of
another program. Medicare recipients, for
example, may enroll in Blue Shield programs
that pay bills Medicare doesn't.
14
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DIRECT PAYMENT
This can mean dues paid to a Plan directly
by an individual subscriber. It can also mean
payment directly to a physician by Blue
Shield without having the subscriber fill out a
lot of forms. Most physicians are paid this
way, so most subscribers don't fill out a lot of
forms.

FEE SCHEDULE
A list of established charges for specific
medical services. For many years, most Blue
Shield payments to physicians were made on
the basis of fee schedules. Some still are. Today, however, more flexible arrangements
such as usual, customary and reasonable payments (see UCR) are common alternatives to
fee schedules in many areas.

FEP
Federal Employee Program. More than
three million civilian employees of the federal
government have a choice of carriers for their
health coverage. Well over half of them have
chosen Blue Cross and Blue Shield, which
maintain a joint office in Washington, D.C. to
administer their part of this program.

FIRST DOLLAR COVERAGE
This refers to the "first dollar" of a medical
bill. "First dollar coverage" also refers to a
type of program offered by Blue Shield Plans
that begins coverage with the first dollar of a
medical bill for a service covered by the contract. There is no deductible.

INDEMNITY BENEFIT
A payment to a beneficiary based on the
type of service received, not on the actual cost
of that service. Approximately 25 per cent of
those covered by Blue Shield are enrolled in
this kind of program. Most Blue Shield sub16

scribers, however, are covered under a usual,
customary and reasonable charge contract
which, under most contracts, pays for covered
services in full.

INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATION
Some claims don't fit normal patterns because of special circumstances. A Plan reviews
these cases to determine equitable payment
and protect the subscriber from additional
expense. It is an example of the flexibility enjoyed by Blue Shield due to its close association with the medical community, and it helps
keep subscriber costs down.

INTER-PLAN TRANSFER
AGREEMENT
This allows a Blue Shield subscriber to
transfer from one participating Plan to another if he moves. It combines the best features of
locally autonomous Plans with those of a
nationwide organization.

LEFT EMPLOYEE
An employee who has left
the group where he was
enrolled as a Blue Shield
subscriber. In most cases,
Blue Shield allows him to
continue coverage when he
leaves
his
employment
group.

LRSP
Long
Range
Systems
Planning. A joint unit of
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Plans charged with long
range computer systems
development. Its goal is
providing better service and
lower costs.
17

MEDICAID

PEER REVIEW

A federal and state program of financing
health care to the poor. Blue Shield Plans
administer Medicaid claims in many areas
throughout the country.

A review of claims or services that includes
the participation of local physicians directed
toward possible overutilization or misutilization of Blue Shield benefits. These review procedures are indispensible to Blue Shield's efforts to keep costs down. They are effective because they involve the medical profession,
which can exercise peer pressure to correct
practices that may result in unnecessary
costs. Blue Shield, through its close relationship with the medical profession, makes effective use of Peer Review.

MEDICARE
Federally financed health care for those over
age 65. Blue Shield administers the medical
and surgical aspects of Medicare to well over
half of those eligible and acts as a consultant to
Congress and the Administration on ways to
improve the program.

NATIONAL ACCOUNT
A company whose employees are Blue Shield
subscribers but who live in many areas of the
country. Blue Shield has devised ways to
provide them with uniform coverage in spite of
their geographical dispersion.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
BLUE SHIELD PLANS
A non-profit corporation in Chicago that
acts as a national trade association for Blue
Shield Plans. It provides numerous services,
including coordinating programs among Plans
and establishing standards and financial criteria.

PARTICIPATING PHYSICIAN
A physician who has agreed to accept Blue
Shield's payment for services to subscribers.
Details of this agreement sometimes vary
with the individual Plans. Aproximately 85
per cent of all practicing physicians in the
country have agreed to be participating physicians, and their cooperation and support is
fundamental to Blue Shield's effort to keep
costs as low as possible.
18

PREVAILING RANGE OF FEES
The range of usual charges made by physicians of similar ability and experience for the
same service within the same geographic
area.

RECIPROCITY
An agreement among Blue Shield Plans to
provide benefits to subscribers who are away
from home. It means the subscriber can
receive benefits almost anywhere in the
country.

SERVICE BENEFIT CONTRACT
A type of Blue Shield contract through
which a participating physician agrees to
accept Blue Shield's payment as payment in
full for services to a subscriber- whose income
does not exceed a certain level. The subscriber
is not required to pay any fees above Blue
Shield's payment for services covered by the
contract.

UCR
Three very significant letters for Blue
Shield subscribers that stand for Usual, Customary and Reasonable fees. Most Blue Shield
Plans can provide contracts for full coverage
19

of medical and surgical fees based on the UCR
programs. Participating physicians are committed to accepting Blue Shield's payment as
payment in full for covered services. The payments are determined by what is "usual" (the
fee the doctor usually charges for the specific
service), "customary" (it must fall within the
range of community charges up to a predetermined cut-off point), and "reasonable" (if the
fee varies from what is usual and customary
because of special circumstances, it must be a
reasonable variance). UCR allows Blue Shield
to provide subscribers with paid-in-full coverage while simultaneously acting to help check
rising costs. UCR principles were adopted in
Medicare legislation. More than half of Blue
Shield's 73 million subscribers are now covered under UCR contracts.
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